
SALESFORCE ACCELERATORS:

THE RESOURCES AND 
KNOW-HOW TO GET 
RESULTS FASTER



Introduction
Technology is the backbone of your company.  

But it can be tough to build and maintain IT expertise  

when team members devote most of their time 

to servicing customers and growing the business. 

Sometimes even small troubleshooting issues can 

derail scheduled and put productivity on hold.

Enter Salesforce Accelerators: tailored engagement 

services for some of the most common technology 

roadblocks. Available only with Premier Success Plans,  

Accelerators pair you with specialists who deliver  

the right resources and technical know-how to get 

your business back on track, fast — making sure you 

get the most out of your Salesforce investment.
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Fast, Focused Results
Whether you need help with implementing products, 

customizing a dashboard, maintaining best practices, 

or even implementing design advice, Accelerators 

replace roadblocks with smart, intuitive solutions. 

Then, Accelerators give your team the guidance, 

recommendations, and tools needed to succeed. 

Each Accelerator draws on more than 15 years 

of insights and knowledge gained by serving over 

150,000 Salesforce customers, of all shapes and sizes. 

That level of experience means you can count on fast 

solutions and the best possible outcomes.
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Request an Accelerator
If you have a Premier Success, Premier + Success,  

or a Signature Success Plan, you may request any  

Accelerator listed from the catalog for your specific 

plan*. Find your plan’s catalog in the Accelerator Library  

at www.salesforce.com/acceleratorlibrary. You may  

submit a request for an Accelerator through the  

Help and Training Portal. 

If you would like an Accelerator that is not included  

in your plan’s catalog, or if you have a Standard Success 

Plan, you may purchase Accelerators individually.  

Contact your Account Executive or Success Manager  

to get started.

*Subject to availability for delivery location
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SALES CLOUD
Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Data.com 
Automated Clean

Start using Data.com Clean to keep your customer data current 
and correct

Achieve faster ROI

Data.com Data  
Quality Assessment

Best practices advice and help assessing and improving your 
quality of data

Deliver higher-quality lead and account data  
to sales teams

Data.com Market 
Segmentation Dashboard

Help building data-driven reports and dashboards that enable 
you to plan territories and allocate resources for focused sales and 
marketing efforts

Increase pipeline visibility and prospect insights 

Data.com Setup  
and Configuration

Get expert advice setting up and configuring data.com and 
improving sales user adoption

Improve data and lead quality, increase sales rep 
efficiency and minimize operating costs

Drive Competition with 
Sales Cloud Leaderboard

Motivate your team to strive for the top Achieve faster ROI

Getting Started With 
Sales Cloud

Learn how to quickly set up and customize Sales Cloud Increase customization capability and achieve 
faster ROI

Outlook for Sales Cloud Close the gap between correspondence and sales activity by 
improving data accuracy and increasing visibility into the status of 
deals in process

Boost productivity and win more deals

Prevent Duplicate 
Records

Alert users and prevent redundancies before they happen, 
reducing administrative costs and improving data quality and sales 
rep efficiency

Eliminate wasted efforts and increase  
the quality of your data
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Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Sales Cloud Adoption Learn strategies for driving long term adoption of Sales Cloud and 
maximizing your sales team’s effectiveness

Increase sales rep productivity and minimize 
operating costs

Sales Cloud  
Console Design

A consolidated interface that gives your sales  
team access to a multitude of relevant information on one screen

Empower your sales reps to sell smarter and faster

Sales Cloud Dashboard A custom dashboard that enables real-time  
decisions, increases your pipeline, and accelerates sales cycles

Gain real-time visibility into opportunities

Sales Cloud Lightning 
Desktop Design

Identify the best sales process use case and configure your 
opportunity workspace to get the most out of Lightning

Boost sales rep productivity and achieve faster ROI

Sales Cloud Lightning Art 
of the Possible

Learn how to use the full potential of Lightning to help your team 
sell faster and smarter.

To help customers take advantage of the Sales 
Cloud Lightning Experience

Sales Cloud  
Marketing Dashboard

A dashboard tailored to generating better-qualified marketing 
leads, and tracking KPIs as well as campaign ROI

Effectively manage leads and campaigns  
through insights

Work.com Custom 
Recognition Badge

Recommendations on creating recognition programs that help 
celebrate success, amplify winning behavior, and strengthen team 
culture

Inspire peak performance with  
real-time recognition
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SERVICE CLOUD
Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Case Feed for Console A configured case feed for console and help identifying top  
use cases

Boost agent productivity

Salesforce CTI 
Assessment

Assessment of your telephony architecture, guidance on launching 
CTI, best practice recommendations, and a review of use cases

Increase rep productivity

Service Cloud Business 
Hours for Case Escalation

Adapt your case escalation process to your business hours Minimize operating costs

Service Cloud Case 
Actions Configuration

Automate key service processes to reduce service response time 
and increase rep efficiency

Increase productivity and reduce costs

Service Cloud Case 
Assignment Design

Review current case work flow and optimize  
Case Management configuration

Increase customer satisfaction and minimize 
operating costs

Service Cloud Case 
Escalation Management

Leverage the Service Cloud to automate  
case escalation and more proactively engage  
with customers

Increase customer satisfaction  
and grow your business faster

Service Cloud  
Console Design

A customized Service Cloud console interface  
that enables agents to quickly access data  
and case resolution tools

Increase agent efficiency and productivity
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SERVICE CLOUD
Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Service Cloud Dashboard A new dashboard tailored to your business and built around your 
desired metrics 

Increase customer satisfaction and efficiency  
with real-time visibility into important service  
and support metrics

Service Cloud  
Knowledge Planning 
Essentials

Help your service agents find answers faster Achieve faster ROI

Service Cloud  
Live Agent Quickstart

Start using Live Agent to satisfy customers with immediate,  
online support. 

Achieve faster ROI

Service Cloud  
Macro Design

Recommendations for implementing and technical advice to 
configure macros

Improve case resolution time  
and agent productivity

Service Cloud Macros  
to Clean Up Queues

Learn best practices for using bulk macros to organize case queues 
and drive service center efficiency

Improve agent effectiveness, speed up service 
response and minimize operating costs

Service Cloud 
Omni-Channel Design

Learn how to use Service Cloud Omni-Channel capabilities to send 
the right cases to the right agents

Minimize operating costs

Service Cloud 
Reassign Cases with 
Case Escalation

Improve service rep efficiency with case reassignment  
and escalation

Achieve faster ROI
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MARKETING CLOUD
Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Advertising Studio
Quickstart

Build audiences in Advertising Studio to amplify your campaigns Achieve faster ROI

Data Import 
Configuration  
and Automation

Automated population of a single data extension (table) powered 
by an automation studio import

Augment marketing campaigns with external  
data imports

Email Segmentation 
Configuration  
and Automation

An email campaign based on a new or existing subscriber 
segmentation specific to your business needs

Drive more effective, automated  
marketing campaigns 

Journey Builder Base A standardized journey serving as a reference to build  
custom journeys

Automate the campaigns that are most relevant  
to your customer lifecycle

Marketing Cloud  
Connect Optimization

Use best practices to link Marketing Cloud to Sales and Service, 
drive subscriber engagement and boost your campaign efficiency

Improve data quality, reduce costs and minimize 
operating costs

Marketing Cloud Data 
Features Overview

Improve your Marketing Cloud data structure Achieve faster ROI

Marketing Cloud 
Sentiment Tuning 
Quickstart

Learn to fine-tune sentiment measures and more accurately 
determine customers’ feelings toward your business

Increase customer knowledge and achieve faster 
ROI
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MARKETING CLOUD
Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Marketing Cloud 
Social Studio 
Getting Started

Jumpstart your social program Minimize operating costs

Reporting Configuration 
and Automation

A Marketing Cloud report template that can be configured and 
automated to meet your specific requirements

Uncover insights from marketing campaigns faster

Social Listening and 
Analyze Configuration

Leverage the Marketing Cloud’s capabilities to monitor all relevant 
social conversations, delivering the insights you need to succeed

Improve actionable visibility into marketing KPIs 
and boost campaign effectiveness

Standard Data  
Extracts Configuration  
and Automation

Configure, automate, and output the tracking data you need, 
increasing marketing campaign insights and improving  
operational efficiency

Improve marketing campaign insights  
and boost customer acquisition

Triggered Email  
for SOAP API

Automate routine email communications to amplify 
communication efficiency and reduce manual duties

Minimize operating costs and increase revenue
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APPS AND PLATFORM
Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Access Controls and 
Salesforce Shield 
Compliance Tools

Learn how to use Salesforce data and user security controls to 
prevent inappropriate use or access to specific data elements

Boost data security, storage, and processing ability 
and minimize operating costs

Business Process 
Automation Assessment

Learn best practices for automating processes and mapping them 
to your business requirements

Reduce costs, improve employee efficiency, and 
increase process effectiveness

Configure Process 
Automation Using 
Salesforce Platform

Automate key business processes to decrease time spent on 
manual tasks that are primarily driven by logic chains

Reduce costs and increase employee efficiency

Customer Master  
Data Harmonization

Establish a framework to better manage customer data and 
improve its value to your business

Improve IT productivity, reduce costs and  
increase revenue 

Design a Center  
of Excellence

Guidance designing a center of excellence to better manage your 
Salesforce environment

Establish a center of excellence to better manage 
your Salesforce environment

Introduction  
to Governance

Expert insights from thousands of successful deployments help 
you draft a governance charter tailored to your business objectives

Manage Salesforce more effectively

Introduction  
to Salesforce 
Development Lifecycle

Strengthen your Salesforce development process Reduce costs
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APPS AND PLATFORM
Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Lightning Configuration 
Quickstart

Supercharge your Lightning setup with expert help Achieve faster ROI

Org Strategy A high-level strategy and migration plan (if needed) based on your 
company’s culture and business drivers

Ensure your orgs are architected to meet your 
current and future business requirements

Quickstart to 
Agile Development

Find out how to use Agile methodology for better software 
development

Achieve faster ROI

Quickstart to 
Environmental 
Management

Find out how to use your sandbox to better manage  
software releases

Achieve faster ROI

Quickstart to  
Release Management

Build a strong release management process to deliver high-quality 
applications quickly 

Achieve faster ROI

Quickstart to Salesforce 
Technical Governance

Discover best practices to manage your Salesforce implementation 
effectively

Achieve faster ROI

Quickstart to 
Testing Strategy

Develop a testing strategy to improve your Salesforce configuration 
and code releases

Achieve faster ROI
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APPS AND PLATFORM
Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Salesforce Architecture 
Assessment

A benchmark comparison of your architecture against best-
practice reference architectures, and high-level recommendations 
to mitigate risks

Make Salesforce a truly integrated part of your 
enterprise architecture

Salesforce Data Backup 
and Management 
Quickstart

Protect your Salesforce data Minimize operational costs

Salesforce Data Quality 
Management

Streamline your data quality management system Gain business insights

Salesforce Integration 
Patterns Overview  
and Selection

Optimally integrate Salesforce with your other enterprise systems, 
boosting your teams’ productivity with a 360-degree view of your 
customers

Make critical decisions faster and accelerate 
business growth

Salesforce Org Health Insights into overall platform health, including but not limited to 
configuration, Apex code, and limits

Gain critical insight into your system health,  
and remedies to improve it

Salesforce  
Sandbox Design

An efficient Sandbox environment to support multiple 
development teams

Leverage Sandboxes for fast,  
effective deployments

Salesforce Utilization 
Scorecard

Learn how to gauge organization-wide Salesforce adoption and 
use, and resolve specific challenges

Maximize your Salesforce investment and 
minimize operating costs
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APPS AND PLATFORM
Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Salesforce1 Mobile  
Adoption for Sales

Take measurable steps towards your Salesforce1 adoption goals Reduce costs

Salesforce1 Mobile  
App Adoption

A overview of your Salesforce1 Mobile App use cases, measurable 
business goals, and a process to drive companywide adoption

Increase employee productivity

Salesforce1 Mobile  
App Design

A custom proof-of-concept for your app that will help your 
business be more productive on the go

Realize huge productivity gains with minimum 
development time

Salesforce1 Mobile  
Personalization

Customize your mobile experience to 
fit your business

Minimize operating costs

Salesforce1 Mobile 
Starter Kit For Field Sales

Help sales reps learn how to effectively use Salesforce1 to increase 
their capabilities on the go

Increase sales team productivity and efficiency 
and achieve faster ROI

Salesforce1 Mobile User 
Experience Design

Strengthen your team’s performance by elevating your employees’ 
mobile user experience, optimizing business processes for mobile 
engagement

Improve employee satisfaction and productivity 
while increasing ROI

Salesforce1 Mobile User 
Feedback Capture

Gather valuable user feedback with a customized feedback 
capture mechanism, helping you build a more engaging  
mobile user experience

Gain valuable business insights and increase 
productivity from mobile users while minimizing 
operating costs

Salesforce1 Mobile  
Video Production

Produce a video walkthrough of your app, decreasing employee 
training time while increasing adoption and satisfaction

Increase employee efficiency and minimize 
operating costs
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APPS AND PLATFORM
Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Salesforce1 Mobile 
Visualforce Assessment

Guidance on implementing a Visualforce page within your app, 
code snippets, and customized strategies for faster app building

Optimize Visualforce customizations for mobile

Single Sign-on 
Engagement

Learn how to make sign-on simple and secure Gain business insights

Wave Analytics App 
Engagement

Customize your Wave apps quickly with guidance from a  
Salesforce expert

Reduce Operational Costs
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COMMUNITY CLOUD
Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Chatter Adoption  
for Employees

A reconfiguration of Chatter that works for your needs and enables 
employees to connect with  
the resources they need to make decisions faster

Accelerate your organization’s  
social transformation

Chatter for  
Sales Managers

Best practices for sales managers on how to use Chatter when 
closing deals

Close deals faster with team collaboration

Chatter for  
Small Business

Guidance on configuring Chatter and overcoming barriers  
to transformation

Transform your small business with  
powerful collaboration

Customer Community 
Art of the Possible

Improve customer support with communities Achieve faster ROI

Customer Community 
Management

Learn best practices and develop actionable plans for better 
adoption and engagement in your Customer Community

Increase engagement and reduce costs

Customer  
Community Planning

Get the coaching you need to plan and build a better community Achieve faster ROI

Customer  
Community Quickstart

Learn best practices for quickly building a branded online 
customer service community

Boost customer engagement and achieve  
faster ROI
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COMMUNITY CLOUD
Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Employee Community 
Management

Learn best practices and develop actionable plans for better 
adoption and engagement in your Employee Community

Increase engagement and reduce costs

Lightning Partner 
Community Quickstart

Learn how to use Lightning Community Builder to create a partner 
community

Achieve faster ROI

Partner Community  
Art of the Possible

Grow channel business faster with Partner Communities Achieve faster ROI

Partner Community 
Management

Learn best practices and develop actionable plans for better 
adoption and engagement in your Partner Community

Increase engagement and reduce costs

Partner Community 
Planning

Write the roadmap for your Partner Community Achieve faster ROI
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ANALYTICS CLOUD
Accelerator Implementation Business Outcome

Getting Data into  
Wave Analytics

Develop a strategy to combine Salesforce and external data, 
boosting the quality and accuracy of your reports

Improve data quality, make better-informed 
business decisions and minimize operating costs

Sales Wave Starter Kit Learn best practices for rapidly setting up Sales Wave Analytics to 
positively impact your business

Reduce operating costs, increase sales reporting 
efficiency and gain business insights

Service Wave Starter Kit Get Service Wave up and running quickly Achieve faster ROI

Wave Analytics Data 
Security Configuration

Prevent outside access to your data while increasing access for 
your team

Increase IT productivity and reduce costs

Wave Analytics 
Integration with 
Salesforce

Connect Wave Analytics to your Salesforce implementation to give 
your team a clear view into your data

Achieve faster ROI

Wave Analytics Platform 
Setup and Orientation

Jumpstart your Wave Analytics setup with expert help Gain business insights

Wave Analytics  
Starter Kit

You know how powerful Wave Analytics can be, but you need 
guidance to unlock its full potential

Gain business insights
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Visit salesforce.com/accelerators to find out more. 
Or talk to an expert today at 1-800-667-6389.


